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introduction

• 20,000,000 people will play cityville today

– 100,000,000 will play this month

• What will those people be playing 5 
years from now?

– And how will they be paying for it?– And how will they be paying for it?

• This talk is about what the social games 

of today mean for tomoRrow

– If, indeed, they mean anything at all...

• So, let’s start by examining what we 
understand by the term “social game”



Actually...

• This is a very hungry caterpillar



Social games

• The big revelation about social games is 
that they’re not actuaLly social

• Well, strictly speaking they are, 
but People don’t use the term strictly

– “games played on social network sites” – “games played on social network sites” 
rather than “games that rely on a social 

component for their gameplay”

• These games are characterised more by 

Platform than sociality or sociability

– They do form a distinct genre, though



The genre

• Social games are basically sOlo games 
with a venEer of interpersonal contact

– Not enough that you could say you 

socialise through them, though

• The social aspect adds validity• The social aspect adds validity

• For developers, it adds virality

– Less than when they could spam us, though

– Today’s top social games get their players 
from advertising first, word-of-mouth 

second



emphasis

• Social games engage their players 
through extrinsic rewards
– Badges, achievements, rankings and so on

– Basically, giving them pats on the back

• Players’ Intrinsic rewards come from • Players’ Intrinsic rewards come from 
valuing these extrinsic rewards

• They do have other intrinsic rewards
– like regular games often have extrinsic rewards

• But Social games rely on extrinsic 
rewards so as to be compelLing



aside

• The sucCesS of This approach has spun 
off the entire gamification industry

• In the hands of designers, this has 
great potential!

– For making money, if not for artistic – For making money, if not for artistic 
self-expression...

• However, It’s not in the hands of 
designers

• It’s in the hands of marketers, who 
just pointsify everything



additionally

• There is an argument that social games 

are not only not social, they’re not 
games either

• This criticism comes mainly from game 
designers who regard social games designers who regard social games 
with universal horRor

• They have a point too

– Can you win a social game? Can you lose
one? So how can they count as games?

• Critically, Social games lack gameplay



Pop Psychology

• So … why do people play them?

• In a word: rewards
– In fact, a stream of rewards

• Such a stream can make for a variable 
rate reinforcement schedulerate reinforcement schedule
– More like gambling than games

• PosSibilities here for making people 
psychologicalLy adDicted
– Great for selLing them stuff!

– not so great if you have morals
• Or don’t, but want to stay out of prison



Gambling/gaming

• I don’t aCcept this argument, though

• The appeal is like that of gambling

• It’s Not quite the same, though, because 
there’s no associated adrenaline
rush
– mmorpgs do have these, but only infrequently

• social games CAN successfully use a 
variable rate reinforcement schedule to 
luLl people into a flow state
– But this is Mitigated by shorter play
sessions, so again not like gambling



Recognise her?

• Anyone know who this is?

• Of course! it’s                        • Of course! it’s                        

CorÍn tellado

• I chose to use her                  

picture before she                    
died – honest!



problem

• Human beings are actually pretty smart

• They’re excellent patTern-matchers
and datA-procesSors

• If they repeat things over and over, they 
will notice and either become bored by will notice and either become bored by 
it or get a deep sense of enNui

• Internalising it, so they Can do it 
without having to think about it

• This applies to games just like it does 
everything else



worse

• It applies more to social games because 
their rewards are extrinsic

– They only have value for as long as players 
agrEe that they have value

– When they realise that they don’t, oh dear...– When they realise that they don’t, oh dear...

• Bad: “this game is boring; i keep doing 
the same things and the only result is 

that i make more work for myself”

• Worse: “this new game is just like that 
old game i thought was boring”



decision

• Here’s how it works:

– Player gets bored with old game and leaves

– Player is introduced to new, evolved game

– Player recognises that new game shares an 

important feature that old game hadimportant feature that old game had

– Player recognises that this feature is why 
they left old game

– Player leaves new game

• Player may go back to an older game with 
the same feature, but that they have a higher 
intrinsic regard for



Cross-level

• This pattern-matching can happen at any
level

• Mechanics: “this twilight edition of top 
trumps is just like the buffy one except it 
sets back feminism two decades”sets back feminism two decades”

• Gameplay: “hey, this combat mechanism 
is basically just top trumps”

• System: “this new genre-based mobile 
phone battle system is like top trumps all 
over again”



ultimately

• If people play a game enough then a 
new game with the same mechanics
or gameplay or system will elicit 
one of two responses:

– “i can see where this is heading and i don’t – “i can see where this is heading and i don’t 
want to go there”

– “i can see where this is heading and i want
to go there”

• For today’s social games, it will be 
the former rather than the laTter



lemma

• From this, we can deduce that whatever 
today’s cityville players play five years 
from now, for most of them it will be 

not cityville

– Nor anything like cityville– Nor anything like cityville

– If you’re developing a *ville-style game of the 

future, goOd luck with that...

• So what wiLl they be playing?

– Hmm, i’m not sure this attempt at 

dramatic tension is working...



memes

• infuriatingly, I didn’t get                  

a badge for buying                      
this book



grok

• Grok (v): to understand intuitively

• The difference between extrinsic
rewards and intrinsic rewards is a 
pattern that players can and wiLl grok

– extrinsic rewards: You spend weEks– extrinsic rewards: You spend weEks
acquiring things presented as being 
important that aren’t, in fact, important

• They agonise over letting their stuff 
rot by leaving, but wiLl eventually leave

– Then hate extrinsic rewards even more



To where?

• Actually some people do like this, and will 
haPpily play more of the same

• Most, however, won’t and will look 
for something beTter

• What does “better” mean, though?• What does “better” mean, though?

• Well, that depends on the individual

– I’d cite bartle’s player types model, but 
he might get upset at taking it out of context

• The warranty is only good for virtual worlds

• Use at your own risk, gamifiers!



Better Existence

• The point is, though, that for all players 

there is a “better”

• They know there is because they’ve played 
enough to sense games’ potential

– The “i can see where this is heading and i – The “i can see where this is heading and i 

want to go there” branch

• Which brings us to the very hungry 
caterpillar

– 30,000,000 sales and many times that 
number of readers



Very hungry

• People who began reading with the very 
hungry caterpillar don’t want to read 

more very hungry caterpillar

• They want to read more boOks

• Likewise, today’s players of social games • Likewise, today’s players of social games 

will not want to play more social 
games

• they’ll want to play more games

• Social games are making non-gamers 
become game-literate



Next steps

• There will inevitably be a move away from 
extrinsic rewards to intrinsic rewards

– Intrinsic is where all the fun is

• But different people find different
things funthings fun

• Example: Some people find interaction
with other players fun

– They’re ill-served by “social” games that treat 

other people as resources to be mined

• These people want multi-player games



more

• Example: some people find the problem-
solving aspect of games fun

– They would happily download a game and play 

it alone ofFline

– They only need the check-in validation that – They only need the check-in validation that 
a social aspect offers

• These people want multi-player GAMES

• Central point: social games are beginning 

the education of non-gamers, who will 
inevitably come to want actual games



Side-effect

• An understanding of  games invariably 
leads to an understanding of fair play

• Some players are fine with games in 
which losers can pay money to become 

winNerswinNers

• the harder-core the players, though, the 

more unsustainable this becomes

– Cosmetic items are acCeptable; ones that 
impact on fairness are unaCceptable

• So is it bye-bye freemium games, then?



caution

• Before you get all excited that 
100,000,000 people will want to play your 

AaA fps in 2016, it’s not like that

• We saw from casual games that the 
market fr ag m en tsmarket fr ag m en ts

• People have different likes and neEds

• Even if they’re ready to rise to the “next 
level”, other factors can interfere

– Time, expense, subject matter, interface, ...

– Maybe *gasp* they prefer tv to games!



analogy

• Just because people start with the very 
hungry caterpillar, they don’t all have to 

end at the same place

• some end with tolstoy’s war & Peace or 
shakespeare’s sonnets or garcÍa shakespeare’s sonnets or garcÍa 
mÁrquez’s short stories

• Most are going to be happy with dan 
brown or CorÍn tellado or jeffrey archer

• A small few will turn to writing their 

own fiction (games, in our case)



The question

• So what wiLl today’s cityville players be 
playing in 5 years’ time?

• Well, Some will indeed stiLl be playing 
cityville

– Unless zynga shuts it down– Unless zynga shuts it down

• As with With mmos, A small rump will 

never willingly leave a game in which 
they have invested significant time

– They Imbue extrinsic rewards with too 
much intrinsic value



next

• Some players will be enjoying the latest 
in the *ville series

– They still find the receipt of extrinsic rewards 

intrinsically rewarding even though they 
know they’re ultimately worthless

• Most will be playing casual-level
games from a variety of sub-genres

– fun but with lots of different emphases

– They wiLl all have strong gameplay, though

– *ville games could evolve into these



finally

• Some more players will graduate to 
games that gamers play

– They may even self-identify as gamers

• A few will move on to playing 
sophisticated, thinking-person gamessophisticated, thinking-person games

– Although to be honest, they were probably 

destined to do this anyway

• a tiny percentage will try to design 
new game forms to fiLl their void

– I Did say people were actually quite smart



The answer

• So the answer to the question “What 
will players of social games be 
playing 5 years from now?” can finally be 

divined

• It’s “much the same as what non-• It’s “much the same as what non-
social game players are playing right 
now”

• Only there’ll be 100,000,000 more of 
them...


